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  . . No single collection of assets, either. *Characters* - have a character sheet that lists all statistics and skills. *Battlers* - are controlled by a keypress. *Faces* - specify the appearance of each enemy in the game, including their base, upgrades, and moves. *Tilesets* - include several different tiles and room types with predefined attack patterns, to help speed up the development of the game.
*Monsters* - include a wide variety of creature types with their own special abilities and movement. *Icons* - all common sprites used throughout the game. *Styles* - a template, or style, containing all the components described above. All the components of RPG Maker are free, with the exception of the monster . . . *Characters* is included in the . . . The character designer in RPG Maker can be

used to create a character sheet that includes all the information for the game and its characters, and it even provides a macro for a small, easy-to-use script. The character designer is included in the . . . *Battlers* is included in the . . . The [battle]{} editor in RPG Maker allows you to control the battle actions of your game. The battle editor is included in the . . . *Faces* is included in the . . . The
[faces]{} editor in RPG Maker allows you to define the appearance of each enemy in your game. The [faces]{} editor is included in the . . . *Tilesets* is included in the . . . The [tilesets]{} editor in RPG Maker allows you to define a . . . The [tilesets]{} editor is included in the . . . *Monsters* is included in the . . . The [monsters]{} editor in RPG Maker allows you to . . . The [monsters]{} editor is

included in the . . . *Icons* is included in the . . . The [ 520fdb1ae7
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